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The Significance of Food and 
Drink to the Indo-Europeans.  

Presented by Rev. Skip Ellison
Archdruid Emeritus - Ár nDraíocht Féin (ADF) 

Provost of Colleges – The Grey School of Wizardry

Objective: Feasting and drinking were 
very important to the IE people.  This 
workshop explores some of the 
customs associated with IE feasts and 
holidays.  It includes customs for both 
small and large gatherings.
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Why was, and is, feasting and drinking important?

Louernius - ruler of the Arverni
Enclosure was 1.5 miles in each direction.

Quoting Posidonius -
“vats with expensive liquor, and prepared so great a quantity of food 

that for many days all who wished could enter and enjoy the feast 
prepared, being served without a break, by the attendants.”

Davidson, Hilda Ellis. Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe.  Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, New York. 1998. P. 40, ISBN - 0-8156-2441-7

Feasting
Types of Feast:

feasts for the holidays 
feasts to celebrate special occasions 
feasts to honor people 
feasts to worship the Ancestors or the Dead
feasts to honor the Gods and Goddesses
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Sacrifice to the Gods and the communal feast

“They hold a feast where all meet to honor their 
God and to eat and drink. Each man who slaughters 
an animal for sacrifice – ox, ram, goat or pig –
fastens it (here referring to the skin and / or head of 
the animal) to a pole outside the door of his house, 
to show that he had made sacrifice in honor of the 
God”

Davidson, Hilda Ellis. Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe.  Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, New York. 1998. P. 37, ISBN - 0-8156-2441-7

Feasts for the dead and ancestors 
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Feasts for Hospitality

What would the feast include – Pig

Found all over Europe.
Large litters.
Fend for themselves in woods.
Favorite of many Gods/Goddesses.
Right - The Oxford Sandy and Black -
traditional farmers' and cottagers' pig, 
originating in Oxfordshire, often called the 
'Plum Pudding' or 'Oxford Forest Pig.'
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What would the feast include – Cattle

Tarbfheis - the bull feast

Right - White Park Cattle - The oldest breed 
in the British Isles. They are the ones referred 
to in the Táin Bó Cúailnge (The Cattle Raid of 
Cooley)

What would the feast include – Horses

Sacrificed during King making ceremony

“Ritual Details of the Irish Horse Sacrifice in 
Betha Mholaise Daiminse” by David Fickett-
Wilbar

At other times, very rare (expensive?)
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What would the feast include – Sheep & Goats

Right - Hebridean ram, one of the ancient 
breeds from Ireland.

Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjóstr - Thor's goats

What would the feast include – Poultry

Right - Old English Game Fowl. This is one of 
the early varieties to come across Europe 
from China.
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What would the feast include – Fish

Right – Salting Cod

What would the feast include – Wild Game

Wild Boar

Rabbits & Hares

Birds such as ducks, geese, swans, owls, 
pigeons, pelicans, larks, jays, nightingales and 
most of the larger wading birds, such as 
cranes and storks,
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What would the feast include – Vegetables

From the grain family, would be wheat, 
barley, rye, millet, sorghum and other wild 
grains that would have been grown or wild 
harvested.

Among the other vegetables would be 
cabbage, parsnips, lettuce, asparagus, 
onions, garlic, radishes, lentils, beans and 
beets.

As well as olives, figs, nuts, and other fruits.

Champion’s Portion

• “In former times when the hindquarters were served up, the 
bravest hero took the thigh piece, and if another man claimed it they 
stood up and fought in single combat to the death.”

• Two of the Irish tales, “Mac Dathó’s Pig” and “Bricriu’s Feast”, 
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How was it served –
Cauldrons & Fire dogs

Cauldron of the Dagda (Coire an Daghdha)

Or Coire Unsic – the undry

How was it served – Utensils
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Holiday Times

• Celts – 4 Fire Festivals

• Norse – Winter’s Night, Yule, Summer’s Beginning (Sumarmál)

• Romans – Many festival feasting times!

• Greeks – Even more than the Romans!

Animals that could be eaten again and again

• Manannan’s pigs

• Odin’s Boar - Saehrimnir

• Thor’s goats - Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjóstr

• St. Patrick’s Bull
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Drinking

It is said that the act of drinking a toast to the Gods is one of the acts that “hallowed” the hall for 
the Norse.

Lady With a Mead Cup: ritual, prophecy, and lordship in the European warband from La Tène to the 
Viking Age by Michael Enright. ISBN - 978-1-85182-188-4

Vessels Used - Horns
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Vessels Used – Cups & Cauldrons

What was Drank?

• Mead
• Beer & Ale
• Wine
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Toasting

• “He drank, first to Odin for 
power and victory, then to Njorn
and Freyr for peace and good 
seasons, and the last to the 
memory of the dead ancestors.”

• “To Christ, to St. Michael and to 
the memory of the dead king.”

Davidson, Hilda Ellis. Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe.  Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, New York. 1998. P. 42 &43. ISBN - 0-8156-2441-7


